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Concept Searching and Netwrix Form Strategic Technology Partnership

Collaboration Increases Information Security and Risk Management to Deliver Enterprise-wide
Compliance and Governance

MCLEAN, Va. and STEVENAGE, U.K. (PRWEB UK) 27 February 2018 -- Concept Searching, the global
leader in semantic metadata generation, auto-classification, and taxonomy management software, is pleased to
announce that it has entered into a partnership agreement with Netwrix, provider of a visibility platform for user
behavior analysis and risk mitigation, to significantly enhance secure data classification and discovery
capabilities.

This partnership combines Concept Searching’s expertise in semantic metadata generation, auto-classification,
and taxonomy management, with Netwrix’s experience in supporting a wide range of regulatory compliance
requirements and detecting intruder and insider threats in hybrid and cloud environments, to deliver an
advanced security solution with increased insight into sensitive data and improved risk mitigation.

Martin Garland, President of Concept Searching, commented, “As business risk continues to escalate,
organizations need the ability to identify and protect sensitive and confidential vulnerabilities that typically
remain hidden. Failure to do so exposes organizations to costs associated with remediation, resulting from
security breaches, noncompliance, and failure to adhere to regulatory mandates. Our partnership with Netwrix
provides an additional layer of security, with the ability to identify, manage, and protect sensitive and
confidential assets. This proactive approach mitigates organizational risk and eliminates the high costs
associated with security or compliance infractions.”

With Concept Searching’s established, unique technologies, and Netwrix’s award-winning visibility and
governance platform for hybrid and cloud security, this collaboration will enable greater contextual awareness
of data for security teams, enabling control and protection of critical data and effective risk management,
delivering successful compliance and governance, particularly key to the forthcoming General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) requirements.

“Data discovery and data classification are an absolute necessity for cybersecurity today. As IT environments
have become more complex and organizations process more information than ever, businesses need to ensure
they can prioritize their security efforts to protect their most sensitive assets. Our partnership with Concept
Searching empowers Netwrix’s clients worldwide to understand which resources are most critical for them and
establish strict control over those areas of their IT environments to strengthen the security of their business-
critical data,” said Michael Fimin, CEO and Co-Founder of Netwrix.

About Concept Searching
Concept Searching is the industry leader specializing in semantic metadata generation, auto-classification, and
taxonomy management. Platform agnostic, Concept Searching also has a Microsoft Gold Application
Development competency, and offers a complete suite of SharePoint and Office 365 solutions. The award
winning technologies encompass the entire portfolio of unstructured information assets in on-premises, cloud,
or hybrid environments. Clients have deployed the intelligent metadata enabled solutions to improve search,
records management, identification and protection of privacy data, migration, text analytics, eDiscovery, and
enterprise social networking applications.
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Concept Searching is headquartered in the US with offices in the UK, Canada and South Africa. For more
information about Concept Searching’s solutions and technologies visit www.conceptsearching.com and our
Blog, and follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn.

About Netwrix Corporation
Netwrix Corporation was the first vendor to introduce a visibility and governance platform for hybrid cloud
security. More than 160,000 IT departments worldwide rely on Netwrix to detect insider threats on premises
and in the cloud, pass compliance audits with less effort and expense, and increase productivity of IT security
and operations teams. Founded in 2006, Netwrix has earned more than 100 industry awards and been named to
both the Inc. 5000 and Deloitte Technology Fast 500 lists of the fastest growing companies in the U.S. For
more information, visit www.netwrix.com

All product and company names herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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Contact Information
Lesley Noble
Concept Searching Limited
http://www.conceptsearching.com
+44 20 3239 5302

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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